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SX4 COMPOSITE

SX4 CAMO MOBUC

SX4 FIELD 12M

LIGHTER, 
FASTER, 
MORE ERGONOMIC 

Scan and 
discover the 

new SX4
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SX4 BIG GAME SMOOTH 3’

SX4 WATERFOWL 3,5’

SX4

Eagerly awaited by cognoscenti, in the space of a year the SX4 has become 
one of the Winchester best-sellers. The speed of this semi-automatic shotgun 
surprises its users and challenges the laws of physics. 
With its world speed record, the SX4 is returning in 2018, aiming at two new 
groups: hunters of waterfowl and big game. 

• Black composite stock
• 12 Gauge
• Chambered in 3’
• 61cm/24’’ smooth barrel with Cantilever rail
• 3 Invector+ chokes (¼, ½, ¾)

• Available in Rem (4+1) or Fix (2+1)
• Weight : 3.05kg

Recommended retail price: 999 € / £831.00

If reliability and speed are literally the DNA of the new SX4, 
its ergonomic and comfort are not less impressive:
• Ambidextrous safety so as not to forget left-handers 
• Infl ex Foot Print 2 recoil pad for absorbing recoil to a maximum degree 
• Enlarged reloading handle for comfort of use, even with gloves 
• Truglo® optical fi bre sights to fi x your target immediately 
• Supplied with two inserts for a stock that fi ts your shoulder perfectly. 

FOCUS ON COMFORT 
AND ERGONOMICS  

• Composite stock, Shadow Grass Blades fi nish
• 12 Gauge
• Chambered in 3.5’ to accept any shotshell
• Two barrel lengths available: 71cm (28’) or 76cm (30’)
• 3 Invector+ chokes (¼, ½, ¾)

• Available in Rem (4+1) or Fix (2+1)
• Weight : 3.05kg

Recommended retail price: 916 € / £779.00
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XPR™

XPR™ THREADED

XPR™ SCOPE COMBO 
THREADED

REAL PRECISION,
REAL PERFORMANCE,
REAL WINCHESTER®

Scan and 
discover the 

new XPR
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M.O.A. TRIGGER

XPR COMPOSITE COMPACT

XPR SPORTER

330 mm

5

M.O.A. TRIGGER

XPR

The Winchester XPR has enjoyed widespread success ever since it was launched. 
This rifl e off ers high performance although is wallet friendly price: around 
600€/£500.00. The XPR off ers the best  Winchester technology at an unbeatable 
price. Two new models complete the range this year.

When we placed the XPR on the market, we wanted 
everyone to be able to buy a high quality rifl e, whatever 
their means. The XPR Compo Compact takes this approach 
one step further by allowing everyone to have a stock 
that is adapted to their personal build.

•  Stock with reduced dimensions: 330 mm, which is 19 mm 
less than the stock of the XPR Standard Composite

• Threaded barrel 
• 3+1 polymer magazine 
• Scope mounts base supplied in the box 
• Infl ex recoil pad
•  Two-position safety and bolt unlock button 

allowing unloading even when the safety is on 
• Calibres: 243Win, 308Win

Recommended retail price: 599 € / £482.00

COMPACT LENGTH OF PULL

Several factors explain why the XPR is far more precise and reliable 
than other rifl es, even if they are several hundred euros more expensive. 
The high quality fl oating barrel of the XPR is one of the reasons. 
Another factor is the M.O.A. trigger, which is the pride of Winchester Arms. 
The M.O.A. trigger is based on a system of levers that greatly reduce 
the mechanical travel processes. 
Thanks to this simple but ingenious system, we reduce practically to zero 
the take-up, creep and over-travel. The bottom line is that the M.O.A. trigger 
gives the XPR remarkable precision and an ecstatic shooting sensation.

The XPR Sporter is for all those who love 
the texture of wood to composite materials. 

•  Satin varnished walnut 
•  Barrel adapted to the following calibres: 56 cm 

(243Win & 308Win), 61 cm (30-06Spr), 66 cm (300WM)

• 3+1 polymer magazine 
• Scope mounts base supplied in the box
• Infl ex recoil pad
•  Two-position safety and bolt unlock button 

allowing unloading even when the safety is on 
• Calibres: 243Win, 308Win, 30-06Spr, 300WM

Recommended retail price: 674 € / £555.00

XPR
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SXP™ TRACKER 
RIFLED 46

SXP™ BLACK SHADOW 
DEER RIFLED

SXP™ FIELD

SXP™ WATERFOWL

SXP™ BLACK SHADOW

THE HIGHEST 
POLYVALENCE FOR 
SELF DEFENSE AND 
SHOOTING SPORTS
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SXP™ XTRM DEFENDER ADJUSTABLE 46

SXP™ XTRM DEFENDER HIGH CAPACITY 51

SXP

Here at Winchester, rate of fi re is part of our genetic make-up. We proved 
it again last year with the world speed record for the SX4. Our marksman 
Raniero Testa succeeded in shooting 13 clays in mid-air that he had launched 
himself. The SXP pump action shotgun has much in common. 
The inertia assisted recharging makes the rifl e the fastest in its category: 
with a bit of training you could shoot up to six shots a second!

Are you looking for an ergonomic, multi-purpose and 
reliable gun? The SXP Extreme Defender Adjustable 
is designed for you. This adjustable version of the SXP, 
available with a smooth or rifl ed barrel, is off ered 
at a very reasonable price.

• 12 bore, 76mm chamber
• Adjustable cheekpiece for eye/scope system alignment
• Adjustable butt length: three positions from 32.5 to 36 cm
• Pistol grip for a perfect hold
• Weaver style rail for mounting scopes
• “Door Breacher” muzzle brake on the smooth version
• Available with smooth or rifl ed barrel
• 46cm barrel
• Magazine 5+1

Recommended retail price:  smooth: 584 € / £525
rifl ed: 698 € / £628

You don’t want to have to reload right in the middle 
of a 3-gun IPSC course? The SXP Extreme Defender 
High Capacity and its 8 shots would not let you down. 
The two cheekpieces and four inserts that come with 
it provide 9 combinations, making this weapon 
as versatile as it is devastating.

• 12 bore, 76mm chamber
•  Delivered with two interchangeable 

cheekpieces for perfect eye/scope alignment
• Delivered with four inserts for perfect shouldering
• Pistol grip for a perfect hold
•  A fi bre optic sighting system for immediate 

target acquisition
• Available with smooth or rifl ed barrel
• 51 cm barrel
• Magazine 7+1

Recommended retail price:  smooth: 466 € / £419
rifl ed: 598 € / £538
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MODEL 1866™

MODEL 1873™  

MODEL 1866™

MODEL 1873™  

Few guns can boast of having made such an impact 
on history as the M66. This rifl e, the fi rst to bear 
the Winchester name, is also the one that laid 
the foundations of the brand’s legend in Horse & Rider. 
Also known as Yellow Boy because of its brass receiver, 
the M66 is back this year in a Short Rifl e version. 

• Grade 1 walnut
• Folding rear sight 
• Polished brass receiver
• 51 cm barrel
• Magazine capacity: 10
• 44-40Win

Recommended retail price: 1.457 € / £1218.00

The M73 is known as “The Gun that Won the West” such 
is its symbolism in the conquest of the American Wild West.  
Preferred gun of such Old West legends as Billy the Kid, 
Buff alo Bill, Calamity Jane or the Dalton brothers, 
the M73 has been revamped this year. The octagonal 
barrel and the cased coloured receiver heighten 
the vintage feel.

• Grade 2/3 walnut with satin oil fi nish
•  Colour case hardening on steel receiver, 

butt plate and lever give an antique silver look
• 61 cm barrel
• Magazine capacity: 13 (357Mag, 45 Colt), 14 (38Spcl)
• Calibre 357Magnum/38Spcl or 45 Colt

Recommended retail price: 1.738 € / £1390.00

MODEL 1873 SPORTER OCTAGON 
COLOR CASE HARDENED

MODEL 1866 SHORT RIFLE
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POWER POINT SUBSONIC
Power Point Subsonic unique,
exposed soft nose jacketed bullet 
design that delivers maximum energy 
on target at subsonic velocities.
----------------------
 Strategic notching improves upset 
and ensures uniform expansion 
for massive energy release
----------------------
Soft lead core maximizes expansion 
at low velocity

Alloy Jacket: thin jacket 
with engineered sidewall profi le
for explosive fragmentation.
----------------------
 Zinc core
---------------------
Hollow Point

All over Europe, suppressors are gaining in popularity. 
This year, Winchester Ammunition is proud to off er 
a subsonic version of one of its bestsellers, the Power Point.
The Power Point Subsonic is already available in two popular 

calibres for guns equipped with suppressors: 308Win &
300Blackout. The original profi le of this ammunition 
guarantees rapid and massive expansion greatly 
counterbalancing the slower subsonic speed.

More and more countries or regions are banning lead 
in ammunition. Hunters, who are used to these high 
performing materials, often feel deprived.
Fortunately, they can count on Winchester to provide 
substitute products, which are just as eff ective as their 
lead equivalents.

Varmint-X, the trusted ammunition for pest control, 
is an example of this.
In the Varmint-X Leadfree version, the zinc core 
and the hollow point guarantee rapid expansion.
The high ballistic coeffi  cient and the extreme accuracy of 
Varmint-X Leadfree mean you can shoot at very long ranges.

----------------------
Calibres: 308Win & 300Blackout

----------------------
Calibres: .22-250Rem, 223Rem, 243Win
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®
PbPbPbPbPb

TMTM

Winchester Match™ ammunition is made for serious 
marksmen seeking the ultimate in Winchester technology. 
The sleek bullet profi le with a large boattail and small 
hollowpoint combine to ensure long-range accuracy 

even in challenging atmospheric conditions.
This product is available in popular tack-driving 
calibres and bullet sizes: 6.5 Creedmoor 140-grain
& .308 Win 168-grain.

The new Winchester Super Clean® takes lead completely 
out of the equation to create a safer and cleaner shooting 
environment.
The traditional lead core is replaced with a zinc core. 
The Super Clean® is also loaded with a heavy metal free 
primer. This 100% leadfree  design will be appreciated 
by indoor shooters or used to high-consumption.

The Super Clean® is loaded in 9mm, the most popular 
handgun calibre. Velocity for the caliber is higher than 
a traditional lead FMJ to compensate the lower core density. 
However, higher velocity means fl atter trajectory, 
good for target shooters.
This new load is off ered at aff ordable price points, 
which will allow for even more high-volume training !

1 -  Full Metal Jacket: provides 
accuracy and consistent functioning.

----------------------
2 -  Zinc core: ideal for situations where 

no down range lead is permitted.
----------------------
Calibre: 9mm Luger

----------------------
Calibres: 308Win, 6.5mm Creedmoor 

----------------------
Calibres: 9mm Luger
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T TRAIN

This ammunition is your ideal partner on the shooting range.  It is above all 
cheap, clean, comfortable and accurate.  Here are the main points:
• Lead-free primer for reduction of particles in air 
• Full metal jacket bullet 
• 9.53-gram or 147 grains bullet in a brass shell case
• Packaging marked with “T” to distinguish it from Defend ammunition

D DEFEND

This bullet has the same ballistic has the “T” Train:
•  Hollow point bullet divides into 6 segments on impact for fast 

threat-stopping power.  The diameter of the bullet increases 
1.65 to 1.75 times on expansion, ensuring a consistent depth 
of penetration with maximum reduction of collateral damage risk.

•  Bonded, jacketed, lead alloy core for optimum penetration 
and expansion, whatever the type of barrier

• 9.53-gram or 147 grains bullet in nickel-plated shell case 
• Packaging marked with “D” to distinguish it from Train ammunition

TRAIN & DEFEND® 9MM LUGER 
TOTAL CONFIDENCE

When it comes to security at home, you want to have absolute confi dence in your equipment. You expect that the ammunition 
intended for your defence will respond in exactly the same way as what you use when training at your shooting club. It was 
with this in mind that the engineers at Winchester developed two kinds of 9mm Luger ammunition with the same ballistic 
properties, but destined for very diff erent yet complementary uses.

Winchester Ammunition is a preferred partner of the famous Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). To guarantee its agents 
can rely on the best ammunition, the FBI follows on a very rigorous selection protocol: the FBI Ammunition Protocol 
or Brass Fetcher Ballistic Testing. Testers have to fi re into six diff erent kinds of material. In the end, the ammunition 
which displays the most consistency in terms of expansion and penetration is preferred. The FBI selected 
Winchester Bonded ammunition for handguns as a duty round. The Train & Defend® range, intended for the civilian market, 
has benefi tted from all the experience Winchester has gained from its partnership with the FBI.

WINCHESTER AMMUNITION: 
PREFERRED PARTNER OF THE FBI 
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For a product review or for 
more information, please 
contact Adrien Koutny :

adrien.koutny@browning-int .com
+ 32 4 240 52 56


